Prayer Meeting - December 16, 2020 - Luke 1:35-38































Planning and logistics for Annual GLC meeting this Sunday, December 20th
Roland Stineman - Has had 2 TIAs, He needs prayer, Scans show other aneurisms
Lori Proctor has been in hospital in Florida with Kidney infection. Praise for Test result.
Praise- New people visiting the church online and in person. Weekly encouragement!
2703 Cranberry Highway. Engineering planning has started
Pray for Donny Munroe as he works with local firm on property development.
Pastor Dave preaching and teaching, Sunday and Wednesdays.
Marc DesRoches - Teaching Sunday School, new study on the book of Jude, starting Jan 3rd.
Pat Hathaway - upcoming knee surgery, Gail and Pat are moving?
Lisa Pizzaro - Complicated dental procedure, needs lots of wisdom. Healing. Wisdom. Peace
Also Lisa had a bicycle accident and had surgery today due to a fractured tibial plateau
Mim Anderson - Had a medical procedure today, healing and no complications.
Darlene Casino - Surgery for back then fell and broke hip. Husband also needs prayer.
Jenn asks for prayer for her Aunt Beth - Stage 4 lung cancer, Jenn has been sharing Christ
Bill Cody - Jim battling cancer and Rose who had brain surgery
Jeanne Haskell - Diagnosed and being treated for Multiple Myeloma
Missionaries - Doug and Denise Gregson serve on the Island of Guam TWR Radio Min
Missionaries - Bruce and Wendy DeVries Mission Aviation Fellowship, Bruce is a pilot looking
to serve soon in Middle East. They have need for additional monthly support
Steve and Alyson Baldwin - Missionary film maker asks for prayer for future film making
Jeanine - Asks for prayer for wisdom in mentoring someone who has challenges
Remick family -daughter passed away 2 years ago and her only child was in a fatal car accident
Saturday night
Kelly Heffernan - Health challenges that are very exhausting, needs strength - started
methotrexate - prayer for no side effects
Kelly also asks prayer for Bob who has stage 4 cancer spreading aggressively,
Josh Long - 24 years old Kidney Cancer, along with his Salvation
Donny Monroe - Mom is now in nursing home on hospice, prayers for comfort for family.
Martha Davis - Any update on how she is doing in nursing home
Kathy Palker - Ongoing health challenges, also in the midst of a move
Danielle Amick - Ask for prayer for Val with heath issues and Val's husband brain tumor
Barbara Stirling - continue to pray for healing and strength.
Remicks, Clemons, Breitkreuz, - All grieving over loss of loved ones.
Scott Perry - Had heart attack on Saturday had stint, prayer for healing
Praise - Marge is home from nursing home.

